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Zig Ziglar may be the master motivator, Mark Victor Hansen of Chicken Soup For the Soul, the

master storyteller; Anthony Robbins may be the guru of personal development, but Bob Proctor is

the master thinker. When it comes to systematizing life, no oneelse can touch him. He is simply the

best. Bob Proctor collects thoughts like Imelda Marcos used to collect shoes. He strings them

together in exquisite arrays; one thought leading logically to the next until a whole method has been

constructed. In You Were Born Rich, Bob Proctor has done it again, this time taking you step by

step to the surprising discovery that success is not always reaching out for something that you don't

have but rather only reaching over and rearranging the pieces already there. The great value of this

book is that you can instantly apply the conclusions to your own life. It will begin to impact you long

before you reach the last chapter. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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This program is the center of Bob Proctor's teaching for the past decades and while the name has

changed with the years, the substance has remained the same.The basic foundation of this book is

that there is a Creative Energy in this universe which is able to "interact" with our thoughts in order

to bring to the Physical Plane what is in our Mind.Compared to the old books, most notable The

Science of Getting Rich and Think and Grow Rich which Bob acknowledges to be some of his

sources, this book has been written in a colloquial manner, understandable by a 7th grader while,



because of the style used, the reading of the older books require more time to read and

understand.But ultimately the secrets are simple and here they are:- write down what you want to

achieve as if you have already got it (new car, job, salary increase, etc)- act AS IF you already ARE

in possession of it (act as if you already got the promotion and got the salary increase)- repeat

continuously so that this information becomes TRUE to your brain (new neuroconnections built in

the brain): latins used to say "repetita iuvat" (good to repeat)- BE CERTAIN that what you want is

already there as Jesus said (gospel of Thomas) "God is outside you, inside you and all around you"

I absolutely love this book and the changes I have made in my life since first being introduced to it

by a friend of mine, David Nelson, from Littleton, CO back in 1998. Bob Proctor gives instruction in a

simple, easy-to-understand way that will help anyone with a mind to be helped.He even gives

advice on how to work with creditors while you're developing yourself and improving your financial

life. He is among the best teachers on the conscious and subconscious mind, and how what goes

on inside of us determines what shows up on the outside of us.Mr. Proctor seems to believe in

giving a person an "assignment" to do to reinforce what he teaches. And, if a person is serious

about changing and improving their life, they will not only read this book, they will apply what they

read. Otherwise, it's just another "good book".I love it! I use it as my "Reference Manual" for

improving my life since I first read it back in 1998. I've sold many copies of it here on .com. and I

encourage all of you to get your own personal copy and use it as your own personal reference

manual to change your life. I'm sure you will agree that you made a great, lifetime investment in

yourself - Excellent Knowledge!

I want to recommend this book and all the products of Bob Proctor to anyone who is interested in a

better life. Ignore the comment by one reviewer here who calls Bob "just another old con man!" I can

assure you, from my own personal experience, that since the day I first listened to Bob Proctor

expressing his ideas on responsibility, forgiving, attitude control and goal setting, as well as

believing things can be done and ignoring the so-called facts which seem to stand in your way, my

life has changed enormously. I owe so many of my personal and financial/career achievements to

the insights and understandings I gained from listening to Bob Proctors fabulous motivational tapes

and that includes this one, You Were Born Rich. anyone who thinks Bob is just a con man is a loser,

and deluding themselves into failure. I pity them, because Bob Proctor can transform anyone's life, if

only they will listen with an open mind and act with an ounce of courage!



Bob Proctor simplifies what I already believed and knew since I was a young girl back in High Point

housing projects. The clarity and simple words assist in processing the information and sealing this

age old Truth in your mind. As a speaker and workshop presenter I quote from and suggest this

book and other books Bob has written. My workshop participants say their lives have been changed

by Bob sealing the deal of their Abundant Riches. Great information to make into application.

Download this magnificent book into the memory of your mind, you'll be glad you did!

This is an amazing book and one of the best I have ever read. I could not put it down. I am truly at a

lost for words. I have been pretty successful in my life, having created a million dollar company and

living a very comfortable life. This book opened my eyes to what is possible. That I don't need to just

settle; that God called us to live a life of abundance. As a result of this book I have the following

daily habits:1. Waiting with Expectancy2. Let Go and Let God3. As as if I already received my

dreams4. Not being moved by current circumstances5. Visualizing myself having great wealth6.

Being disciplinedThis book blessed my life.

This book is a very interesting read and the stuff Bob talks about really works! You have to put it into

practice & to do this effectively you need to read the book several times and underline key points.

Use it as a tool!I have met Bob personally and listen to his cds & watch his dvds regularly and rate

his material very good & helpful. Bob is a very nice guy, unfortunately he tends to surround himself

with sleazy people trying to sell you courses promising you the moon. These people that work for

him do not look like or act like winners and this doesn't do him justice.Credit to Bob is people he has

mentored like Loral Langemeir (best selling author & real estate investor), Margie Aliprandi (neways

International top distributor), Leslie Householder (best selling author & mom of 7 kids). I myself have

been having my successes thanks to his material.

This is an easy read. Offers practical theories that can be applied by anyone, anywhere and at

anytime. This book was written as a road-map enabling you to reach any goal you would like to

reach. Read it, review it, but do your self a favor and act upon it. (I was fortunate enough to pick up

the ebook for free at [...] - now you have no excuses!) Thanks for listening. I hope you get

everything you want in life!
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